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• Jets+as+Interesting+Physical+Laboratories

• Jets+as+‘Key+Players’+in+Galaxy+Evolution+&+Feedback

!Quantitative+estimates+are+needed…+ E+=+⎰P(t)dt



Small+advertisement:+ we+are+getting+
some data+using+ optical+ proper+motions+
with+HST.

3C+264,+at+left,+has+a+maximum+ speed+
of+7c+at+~+200+pc+projected.

A+dozen+ or+so+sources+currently+ being+
tracked+with+new+moderately+ deep+ HST+
observations,+ there+are+prospects+ for+
more+(adaptive+ optics,+ +

Meyer+et+al.,+2015









Nevonov &(Vovk (2010)

Fermi+ limits+rule+out+
expected+ signature





• An+alternative+ is+plasma+beam+instabilities+ (Broderick+ 2012)
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July%1999:%Chandra+ Xeray+Observatory+
Launched



July%1999:%Chandra+ Xeray+Observatory+
Launched

August%1999:%Chandra+ discovers+ the+
extended+ kpcescale+ jet+of+PKS+0637e752+
during+ orbital+ activation+ and+ checkout+
phase

core jet

Chartas++ 2000,+Schwartz++ 2000



Knot+ F

Godfrey++2012

Wilson+&+Yang+2002

Mehta++2009

Lowepower+ Jets:+
synchrotron+ spectrum+
producing+ soft+Xerays

Highepower+ Jets:+
synchrotron+ spectrum+
producing+ no+Xerays+
(turnover+ is+before+
optical)



September/October% 2000:%Chartas et%al.%&%
Schwartz+ et+al.+discovery+ &+discussion+ papers+on+
PKS+0637e752+manage+ to+rule+out:

e Thermal+Bremstrahlung (electron+ density+
required+ far+too+high)

e Synchrotron+ selfecompton (requires+ a+“gross+
departure+ from+equipartition)

e Inverse+Compton+ off+ the+CMB+(off+ by+orders+of+
magnitude)

e A+Single+Synchrotron+ Spectrum+

e A+second,+ coespatial+ synchrotron+ spectrum+was+
considered,+ but+deemed+ unlikely+ +because+ no+
known+ reason+ for+ it,+and+ coespatial+ with+first+
synchrotron+ component!



November% 2000:%Tavecchio et+al.+and+ +February% 2001:%Celotti et+al.:+++++++is+it+IC/CMB+after+all?

Quasar+Jets+are+frequently+ observed+ to+
be+highly+ relativistic+ on+subeparsec+
scales+probed+ by+VLBI+ with+Γ=10e50

……………..

But+Radio+ surveys+have+ long+
suggested+ that+on+kiloparsec scales+
the+ jet+ is+only+mildly+ relativistic+
withΓ=1.2e1.5 [e.g.,+Arshakian&+Longair 2004]

However,+ if+you+assume+that+powerful+ quasar+ jets+remain+highly+ relativistic+
on+kpc scales,+then+IC/CMB+works.



Celotti et+al+2001:

If+you+simply+take+"~15,+
the+ increased+ beaming+
allows+ the+IC/CMB+ to+
match+the+observed+ Xe
rays+without+ any+other+
majorly+contrived+
assumptions.

Working+ IC/CMB+
model+ for+the+knots+
of+PKS+0637e752



PKS+0723+679

Working+IC/CMB+model+
assuming+fast+jet

Sambruna++ 2002



Anomalously+Bright+Quasar+Jets:+One+of+Chandra’s+major+discoveries,+
and+an+ongoing+mystery.

Several+dozen+ now+ discovered+ (see+review+ by+
Harris+&+Krawczynski 2006,+Also+papers+by+
Marshall,+Sambruna,+Jorstad &+Marscher,+Kharb,+
Godfrey,+ Siemiginowska,+ and+many++more…



Frequently+ observed+ decrease+ in+
Xerays+rel.+to+radio,+ shown+ at+left+
for+3C+273
Only+makes+sense+ if+you+have+ a+
gradual+ deceleration+ of+the+flow+
through+ the+kpcescale+ jet.





PKS+1136e135,+ IC/CMB+Model PKS+1136e135,+ synchrotron+ Model

Cara++2013+– Showing+that+Xerays+of+PKS+1136e135+are+synchrotron+
due+to+high+UV+polarization

Secondesynchrotron+and+IC/CMB+fit+radioeopticaleXray equally+well.



The IC Component is a 
copy of the synchrotron, 
shifted in frequency and 

luminosity.

That shift is parameterized 
ONLY by B/δ, no other 

free parameters.

B/δ too low

[Georganopoulos+ 2006]

The Test: How to Rule out IC/CMB
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The Test: How to Rule out IC/CMB

B/δ too high



The IC Component is a 
copy of the synchrotron, 
shifted in frequency and 

luminosity.

That shift is parameterized 
ONLY by B/δ, no other 

free parameters.

The Test: How to Rule out IC/CMB

Getting the X-rays just right means fixing B/δ and 
consequently implies a high level of gamma-ray 
emission which should be detectable with Fermi



Resolution Issue: From core to end of the 
jet is ~ 24” - even the 68% PSF at 3 GeV
is >10x this scale (few tenths of a degree)

However:
" IC/CMB emission of the 3C273 should 

be quite hard and completely non-
variable.

" The core is known to be soft (Γ~2.7), 
and variable.

We can thus stack the parts 
of the 3C 273 lightcurve
when the blazar is low to 
get the lowest upper limit, 
which applies to both the 
core + the jet.

The case of 3C 273



original result in Meyer & Georganopoulos 2014 ApJ 780, 27 

The case of 3C 273

IC/CMB+ clearly+
ruled+ out+at+the+
>+99.99%+ level

You+ cannot+
satisfy+
producing+ the+Xe
rays+and+the+
gammaeray+
limits.



The Jet in 1995

The Jet in 2003

The Jet in 2014

The only thing moving is this foreground 
object!

Results:  no apparent proper motions in any knots.
no flux changes (compare to Pictor A, M87, …)
Knot A speed limit of < 1c

Knot A

(Meyer+et+al.,+2015,+
submitted+ to+ApJ)



(Meyer et al. 2015)

The case of PKS 0637-752
IC/CMB+ is+now+
ruled+ out+at+
the+>+99.99%+
level+ for+the+
original+ jet+for+
which+ the+
model+ was+first+
proposed!



Fermi observations not only rule out IC/CMB X-rays, they put 
limits on the Doppler beaming factor of jets on kpc scales.

Assuming equipartition fields, 
δ < 7.8 in 3C 273 (based 
solely on knots A and B1)

For PKS 0637-752, δ < 6.5

Limits on Doppler factor/Magnetic Field
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luminosityMeyer et al 2015

Consolation Prize: Slow Jets = TeV Emission



Both 3C 273 and PKS 0637-752 already have predicted IC/CMB TeV emission 
which is far above the isotropic output of a ‘typical’ TeV Blazar.

Consolation Prize: Slow Jets = TeV Emission



Consolation Prize: Slow Jets = TeV Emission

• TeV heating++no+longer+limited+to+the+relatively+low+number+
density+(and+possibly+negatively+evolving)+TeV BL+Lac+class.

• Even+if+the+plasma+beam+instabilities+not+as+efficient+as+calculated+
by+the+Pfrommer et+al+group+(see+e.g.,+Sironi & Giannios 2014) ,+
the+cumulative+effect+of+all+quasar+jets+may+compensate+!
interesting+to+study+the+population+effects+for+input+into+galaxy+
evolution+simulations.

• TeV heating+at+high+redshifts?+! IC/CMB+goes+up+as+(1+z)4
(effects+on+the+early+Universe?)



What is next? We will be using the 
Fermi test on at least 8 more jets this 

year (new Chandra and HST 
observations)









w.(blazar heating

PC,(Broderick(&(Pfrommer (2012)



The+colored+ zones+ at+left+give+ the+remaining+
‘allowed’+ zones+ given+ the+following+ constraints:

Bapp =+15+c+on+parsecescale+ (Lister+et+al+2009)
Jet+ length+ <+1+Mpc
Bapp <+1c+on+kpc scale


